PGP Milestones
RSA Algorithm-Factorization p, q-prime numbers (secret and normally > 100 digits); n=pq, function Φ(n)=(p-1)(q-1) (that's the number of numbers that ≤ n and prime to n); Let a big integer "e" (<n, public) be "encryption index" that prime to Φ(n); Equation ed=1mod Φ(n); figure out "decryption index" "d"; X=Plaintext while Y=Ciphertext;
Encryption process: Y=X e mod n Decryption process: X=Y d mod n Keys: (n, e)-public key, (n, d)-private key; To get X, have to get "d" directly, otherwise… Can You figure It Out???
Given the computing cycle of 1μs (1x10 -6 second), the time needed to factorize the binary number "n" (finding "d"):
Factorization is impossible if "n" is big enough… 
PGP Showtime
Create a private and public key pair;
Passphrase is a string of characters or words you want to use to maintain exclusive access to your private key; The generated key pair is placed on the public and secret key rings; Backup;
Exchange public keys with others;
Make your public key available through a public key server (e.g. ldap://keyserver.pgp.com, http://search.keyserver.net); Include your public key in an email message; Export your public key or copy it to a text file;
Validate others' public keys;
Compare the unique fingerprint on the copy of someone's public key to the fingerprint on that person's original key; Also can accept a key as valid based on the presence of a signature from a trusted introducer (e.g. Certificated Authority); Encrypt: use others' public keys so that the recipients can decrypt using their unique privates keys; Sign: use your private key so that the recipients can know it's from you using your public key Decrypt and verify email and files;
Should verify any appended signature to make sure that the data is originated with the alleged sender and that it has not been altered
